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2015 SUMMER SALE - CABOURG 

 

 

 
The 2015 Summer Sale which took place on Tuesday 16 June at CABOURG racecourse 

witnessed strong increases across the board compared to the previous renewal, with a turnover of 
€1,175,000 (+73%) and is more in line with the 2013 and 2014 renewals, which however had more 
horses on offer. With an average of over €12,000 and a very honourable median of €9,000, the 
appraisal for this renewal is very positive, also bearing in mind the fact that the clearance rate stood at 
73%. 

Top price for ALLER SIMPLE 
 
 

As in 2014 with the talented BACHAR, it was once again an Alain ROUSSEL pupil, ALLER 
SIMPLE (KAISER SOZE) who fetched the highest bid (€56,000) and went to Jérôme MAILLARD. 
The highest bid was actually €150,000 when ATTILA DU GABEREAU came into the ring but went 
back out again without changing hands. Alain ROUSSEL also sold a son of LE RETOUR who had 
recently qualified in a pleasing manner (CLAIRON) and was knocked down for €30,000 to Ecurie 
ASCOT. 

 
Jean de MONDESIR who was partly dispersing his stock, did not sell his bigger lots (see A CAPELLA 
and the highly rated DISCO) but still had a smile on his face thanks to the three 2-year-olds by his 
young stallion UAUKIR getting a warm welcome from the market,s including the attractive chestnut 
DEMON D’OURVILLE who was knocked down for €30,000 to Jean-Marc GARNIER  who will have 
him trained by Matthieu MOTTIER, whereas the two fillies were knocked down for €14,000 and 
€60,000.  In total, the Normandy-based breeder sold 10 lots out of 14 for a total of €137,000. 
 
Also selling, Philippe ALLAIRE will have sold three out of four, with VELVET RAINBOW (LOVE 
YOU) changing hands (to an anonymous buyer) for €40,000 and CACIMBA (PRODIGIOUS) for 
€28,000 to go into training with Christophe CLIN. 
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